At the time of its “discovery,” the American continent was identified as the Fourth World of our planet. Today the term has been taken up again by its “Indian,” or native, peoples to describe their own world – both its threatened present condition and its political history, which stretches back thousands of years before Columbus. Using indigenous sources as primary sources, Book of the Fourth World explores the landscapes and chronologies of this world as they have been seen and interpreted from the inside. Mapping the continent by this literary means, it pays particular attention to the well-documented traditions of the Nahuatl (Aztec) and Maya to the north of the isthmus, and the Quechua-speaking Inca to the south. According to both the literary evidence and the testimony of Native Americans themselves, notably at the Quito conference of July 1990, an underlying coherence is to be found in the creation story told in the “bible of America,” the Popol vuh of the Quiché Maya. A classic of world literature, this sixteenth-century work sets out a story of evolution understood only hundreds of years later by Europe; its natural philosophy is now being defended, as a way of life critical to that of the planet itself, in the tropical forests of the Amazon.

Taking a skeptical view of the 1992 quincentenary and respecting the testimony of the Indians themselves, this study brings together a wide range of evidence from what is now Latin and Anglo America. In doing so, it offers detailed analyses of texts that range far back into the centuries of civilized life that antedated Columbus.
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Prefatory Notes

The beginnings of this book go back to the mid-1960s, when “American Indian literature” gained some currency in English as a term relevant not just to the USA and Canada but to the continent as a whole. As journals like Jerome Rothenberg and Dennis Tedlock’s *Alcheringa* confirmed, this was the time of pioneer literary translation, “reworking,” as it was called, of American-language texts. Direct involvement with native texts of this kind led in turn to curiosity about their verbal and visual language and continuities they establish over time and the memory they defend. Moreover, they could be seen to have been drawn upon, as palimpsest, by Western authors from Michel Montaigne to Miguel Angel Asturias; conversely, the traditions they represent have incorporated Western texts from the days of the Aztec Aesop. Some results of my inquiries were published in articles in the 1970s and in *Image of the New World: The American Continent Portrayed in Native Texts* in 1979.

In bringing together and discussing over a hundred native texts, *Image of the New World* raised more questions than it resolved. Among the key issues that emerged were script and how to define it, modes of embodying and mapping space, calendars as the reckoning of tribute in kind or labor, the pastoralism peculiar to the Andes, and the links between food production and the shape of cosmogony. Over the 1980s, when native America began to loom larger as the “Fourth World,” these largely technical problems fed more and more into awareness of that world’s global significance. Offered here, this “book” of and about it does not claim to do full justice to all or any of these issues. It does, however, at least correlate them, in terms suggested in the first and last instance by the testimony of Native Americans themselves, in a time and space their very texts imply and affirm. It attends to that native coherence ceaselessly splintered by Western politics and philosophy.
Prefatory notes

ON SPELLING AND OTHER CONVENTIONS

Where possible, spellings of native names and terms are those of manuscript sources, though a certain standardization has been made in the interests of consistency; for example, the older form “Tahuantinsuyu” is adhered to throughout, cu- covers qua-, and the Latin i is preferred to the English e (as in tipi, not tepee). Set titles of native works have also been used, and these are listed in the first section of the Bibliography. Dating years B.C. is done according to the astronomers’ count, which includes a year 0, rather than to that of the historians, which does not.

Normally, stress has not been marked on native words, especially when to do so would reflect a European rather than a local pronunciation (for example, Tenochtitlán). For convenience, Mesoamerican “number-names” are with a digit when they identify days or years (for example, 1 Reed) and are written out when they refer to other concepts (for example, the person Eight Deer or the world age Four Wind).

Unless otherwise stated, translations into English are the author’s.
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Plate 1. Text. (a) Deer icon (Borgia, p. 53). Among the Twenty Signs, Deer (VII) is drawn on deerskin, on the deerskin of the page itself. (b) Nine Wind Quetzalcoatl teaching the arts of rhetoric and writing at the start of the Era (Tepehuan Annals, p. 5). (c) Bird messenger on ear adornment (gold inset with spondylus and other shell; Moche, Peru). (d) Birth in the Muikala (read right to left, left to right, right to left).
Plate 2. The Night Lords. (a) Night Lords as guardians of the years, around Oxomoco and Cipactonal (Borbonicus, p. 21). (b) Night Lord no. 3, Piltzin-tecutli, riding a jaguar that has caiman features and whose tail blossoms as a tree (Laud, Night Lords chapter, p. 33).
Plate 3. Odd-numbered teeth. (a) Bear Mother. Tlingit totem pole. (b) Urn, Arkansas River. (c) Mixtec gold pendant (note the years Wind and House below). (d) Urn, Napo River, upper Amazon. (e) Stone carving, San Agustín. (All have seven teeth except Bear Mother, who has nine.)
Plate 4. Icons with the Twenty Signs. (a) Tlaloc (Laud, p. 45). (b) Tezcatlipoca (Borgia, p. 17).
Plate 5. Elevens. (a) Star with eleven division (Big Star dry painting, Hand-trembling Evil Way). (b) The opening of the Zodiac Eleven chapter (Féjérváry, p. 5).
Plate 6. Planting and burial. (a) Planting maize, right to left, chapters XVII, VII, and XII. (b) Burial of an oliphant head, domestic fowl, and postures of bird from under the wings, right to left, chapters XVII, VII, and XII. (c) Dots indicate Eight Deer.
Plate 7 (cont.)
Plate 8. Mores. (Mores chapter, Borgia, pp. 18–21.)
Plate 8 (cont.)
Plate 9. The planet Venus. (Venus tables, Dresden, pp. 24, 46.) Initial Series dates in the Era (left), and the first of the five Venus years in the octaeteris, the planet being shown in its aggressive heliacal aspect (right).
Plate 10. Huichol Creation. “Womb of the World,” Yucuaye Cucame yarn painting. Shaped from Tatei Yurianaka's gourd bowl matrix, with wild plants at center (mushroom, onion, tomato, chili, guaje, nopal), Fire God Tatwari to left, Sun God Tawevekame to right; at the corners four eagles rise from the encircling sea foam.
Plate 11. Quincunx 1. Coatepeque (center); Tetepedic and Teotihuacan (upper left and right); Texcoco and Mixcaltitlan (lower left and right); correlated with fires of the tlamatli (5 IV, 5 VI, 5 VII, 5 IX). (CodexBorgia Map.)
Plate 12. Quincunx 2 and 3. (a) Tenochtitlan, the lake city, under siege; Tecpatépec and Xochimilco above, Tlacopan and Coyoacán below. (Tlaxcalan Lienzo.) (b) Place of Emergence dry painting, Blessing Way. Site of emergence and emblem of four world ages at center. Dibentsah and Tsisnadjiní upper left and right, Dokoslid and Tsodzil lower left and right.
Plate 13. Quatrefoil 1 and 2. (a) Quarters with trees, birds, and pairs of Night Lords correlated with the quarters of the *tonalamatl*, shown as the Twenty Signs that begin the Trecenas; at the diagonals, Reed and Rabbit (above), Flint and House (below) as year Signs. (*Féjerváry*, p. 1.) (b) Quarters marked by Maya hieroglyphs for direction (west – *chikin* – at top) and correlated with quarters of the *tonalamatl*. (*Madrid*, pp. 75–6)